Department stores have reinvented themselves. They have become destination stores for younger customers offering aspirational brands, complemented by great own brands.”
– Tamara Sender, Senior Fashion Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

- How have department stores performed over the last year?
- What are the main growth opportunities for department stores?
- How are department stores competing in a multichannel world?

In an increasingly competitive retail market there are many department stores that are outperforming. But sector growth is held back by the weakness of the largest company in our sector definition, M&S. In fact we estimate that sales growth in 2015 was only 1%, less than a third of the rate seen in 2012 and 2013.

All retailing is becoming more demanding, but we think that the most successful in recent years – John Lewis and House of Fraser – provide a blueprint for successful stores in the future. They stand out for their great brands, complemented by strong own brands, combined with first-rate service in attractive, well maintained stores with plenty of places to take a break. But on top of that they have a slick online proposition which must be as compelling as the physical outlets.
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Millennials most drawn to innovations
Figure 74: Interest in innovations when shopping at department stores, February 2016

A third of under-25s drawn to visual search apps

Debenhams

What we think

Bolstered multichannel capabilities
First price right price strategy
Reduction in stock levels across weather-sensitive categories, particularly clothing
Renting out under-used shop space
Enhanced customer service programme
Injecting fresh talent into its Designers at Debenhams and other own brands
Partners’ local market expertise driving international expansion

Company background

Company performance
Figure 75: Debenhams: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15
Figure 76: Debenhams: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15

Retail offering

Fenwick

What we think

Shutters e-commerce site
Store investment attracting new brands
More store events
Early house beauty service

Company background

Company performance

Figure 77: Fenwick Ltd: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2015/16

Figure 78: Fenwick Ltd: Outlet data, 2010/11-2016

Retail offering

Harrods

What we think

Influential MD stepping down

New Chinese visitor visa law boost

Reaching out to affluent consumers

New Mini Superbrands concept

Company background

Company performance

Figure 79: Harrods Ltd: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15

Figure 80: Harrods Ltd: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15

Retail offering

Harvey Nichols UK

What we think

Expanding online delivery coverage

A differentiated and compelling store proposition

Loyalty card app

Company background

Company performance

Figure 81: Harvey Nichols UK: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15

Figure 82: Harvey Nichols UK: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15

Retail offering

House of Fraser Plc

What we think

Refurbished stores driving bricks-and-mortar like-for-like sales growth

Multichannel investment boosts online sales growth

Bricks-and-mortar overseas expansion

Profitable own brand offering

Company background

Company performance

Figure 83: House of Fraser Plc: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15

Figure 84: House of Fraser Plc: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15

Retail offering
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What we think
Transforming the in-store experience
UK store expansion
Risk-averse approach to overseas opportunities
E-commerce international expansion
Digital shopping experience driving sales through mobile devices
Fashion credentials
Company background

Company performance
Figure 85: John Lewis Plc (department store): Group financial performance, 2011/12-2015/16
Figure 86: John Lewis Plc (department store): UK outlet data, 2011/12-2015/16

Retail offering

Marks & Spencer

What we think
New chief executive to breathe new life into M&S’ fashion range
New beauty ambassador and revamped beauty halls
New loyalty scheme launched
Expanding click-and-collect options
Company background

Company performance
Figure 87: Marks & Spencer: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15
Figure 88: Marks & Spencer: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15
Figure 89: Marks & Spencer: Store portfolio, September 2015

Retail offering

Selfridges Retail

What we think
37,000 sq ft Body Studio
Personalised shopping experience
Company background

Company performance
Figure 90: Selfridges Retail Ltd: Group financial performance, 2010/11-2014/15
Figure 91: Selfridges Retail Ltd: Outlet data, 2010/11-2014/15

Retail offering
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